Rimrock 100% Natural Artesian Water
THE HISTORY
According to local legend, the
Indians of the ancient Hohokam tribe
were the first to discover and use
the pure Natural Artesian Water now
known as Rimrock Natural Water.
The Hohokam culture was noted
for its skill in water recovery and
distribution and considered this
water to be sacred. Hundreds of
years later… this unique natural
water source remains intact and still
produces pure, natural and great
tasting artesian water.

THE SOURCE
Rimrock Natural Water comes
from our protected private well in
the mountains of Central Arizona.
The Rimrock Aquifer is a deep
pressurized water from a freshwater limestone formation, geologically
isolated from surface water, and is
therefore classified as "Artesian".
The isolated freshwater limestone aquifer produces water of
exceptional clarity, consistent
chemistry and great taste.

TYPES OF WATER
The FDA has changed the rules
concerning the labeling of bottled water. Their new regulations
carefully defined the geological and
hydrological differences between
spring, artesian, well, natural and
purified water.

Spring Water that comes naturally to
the land surfaces. Artesian Water
derives from a well, is within a
geological aquifer, and is under
pressure that forces the water to
a level higher than the aquifer.
Natural Water comes from a spring
or artesian source, are unadulterated and NOT modified by blending with other water (a common
practice) nor is it necessary to add
or delete minerals to make it an
acceptable product. Purified Water
is water produced by (unnatural/
man-made) methods of distillation,
deionization or reverse osmosis.
The source is usually tap water from
municipal supplies.

PROBLEMS WITH SPRING WATER
Spring Water is subject to contamination from surface water runoff
and wide variations in temperature,
turbidity, and flow depending on the
local weather. It may have entered
the ground in a nearby recharge
area, and could flow naturally back
out again. Spring water can, and
often does, have measurable levels
of metabolites from soil organisms
that impart variable
tastes.
Spring
Water may require
extensive filtration and activated
carbon treatment
to
remove

the tastes and odors associated with
"Surface Water".

THE ARTESIAN WATER DIFFERENCE
Artesian Water is TOTALLY
ISOLATED in its own undergound
aquifer, so it is not influenced by
contamination and other problems
Spring Water can have from “surface water” runoff and local weather
conditions.

RIMROCK NATURAL ARTESIAN WATER
The ancient Indian legend is true
– this water is very special. We
take extraordinary efforts to ensure
you enjoy a 100% natural and pure
artesian water just like nature
intended. All Rimrock water comes
directly from its deep protected
source into your bottle, with nothing
added and no contact from outside
air or sun. Each bottle retains its
natural mineral content and is
only processed by filtration and
ozonation to ensure sterility. The
"Consistency" and "High Quality" of
its "Protected Source" produces the
natural and great taste known today
as "Arizona’s Finest".
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Our Mission and Your Benefits
l Quality – Rimrock products are of the highest quality of Premium
100% Natural Artesian Water.
l 100 %Natural - All of our bottled water is derived from a deep,
isolated private well source, and bottled at the source in our
modern state-of-the-art bottling facility. It is both unadulterated
nor modified by blending with other waters, nor has it been
necessary to add or delete materials to make it an acceptable
product. It is also chlorine free.

Arizona’s Finest Since 1987

l Health and Well Being - No artificial ingredients are added.
“Bottled at the source” means that none of these things are
needed because we bottle the product right after it comes out
of the protected aquifer. Rimrock water is environmentally
protected from a private and protected source.
l Integrity - Our customers expect, and we deliver a bottled
water product that is premium with a 100% authentic, consistent
natural taste.
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